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Learning to steer a locomotion contact planner
Jason Chemin1,∗ , Pierre Fernbach2 , Daeun Song3 , Guilhem Saurel1 , Nicolas Mansard1,4 and Steve Tonneau5,1

Abstract— The combinatorics inherent to the issue of planning legged locomotion can be addressed by decomposing the
problem: first, select a guide path abstracting the contacts with
a heuristic model; then compute the contact sequence to balance
the robot gait along the guide path. While several models have
been proposed to compute such a path, none have yet managed
to efficiently capture the complexity of legged locomotion on
arbitrary terrain. In this paper, we present a novel method to
automatically build a local controller, or steering method, to
generate a guide path along which a feasible contact sequence
can be built. Our reinforcement learning approach is coupled
with a geometric condition for feasibility during the training,
which improves the convergence rate without incurring a
loss in generality. We have designed a dedicated environment
along with an associated reward function to run a classical
reinforcement learning algorithm that computes the steering
method. The policy takes a target velocity and a local heightmap
of the terrain around the robot as inputs, and steers the path
where new contacts should be created. It is then coupled with a
contact generator that creates the contacts to support the robot
movement. We show that the trained policy has an improved
generalization and higher success rate at generating feasible
contact plans than previous approaches. As a result, this policy
can be used with a path planning algorithm to navigate complex
environments.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The motivation for building legged robots lies in their
ability to navigate across arbitrarily complex environments,
as well or better than humans or other animals. To this date,
this superiority is only potential: efficient methods exist to
control a robot over flat terrain [1], but in spite of significant
successes [2]–[5], the quest for a method able to robustly
and interactively generate complex motions in unforeseen
contexts remains active [6]. The reasons for this struggle are
well known: legged robots are high-dimensional systems, and
their motion is subject to non-linear dynamic and geometric
constraints that change discretely with the choice of contacts,
thus introducing a combinatorial aspect to the problem.
A common approach to tackle the problem is to decompose it into simpler sub-problems sequentially solved
[4], [7]–[9]. The first sub-problem consists of generating a
low-dimensional guide path for the root of the robot to a
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desired goal, where collisions and dynamic constraints are
approximated according to a heuristic for feasibility. The
second sub-problem consists of extending this guide path
into a contact plan, composed of a discrete sequence of
key contact postures. This strategy reduces the search space
for contact locations to the set of surfaces reachable from
discrete positions along the path and results in a fast and
interactive contact planning algorithm. Given the contact
sequence, efficient methods exist to interpolate the sequence
into a whole-body motion for the robot [5], [10], [11].
In such a sequential decomposition, the feasibility constraints for next sub-problem are merely approximated: this
divide-and-conquer approach can thus result in failure to
plan feasible contact sequences. To improve the success
rate of such a framework, we must refine our answer to
the question: What is a “good” guide path for the contact
planner? Previous locomotion planners, such as [7], often
used heuristic approximations of the necessary and sufficient
condition for a guide path to be feasible.
In this paper, we propose to approximate the feasibility
condition with reinforcement learning. Concretely, we train
a policy using a local heightmap to navigate complex environments and generate a guide path. This guide path is
given to the contact generator that outputs a sequence of
contact configurations along with an evaluation of its success.
The RL algorithm learns to maximize the success rate, thus
learning what is a good guide path for this contact planner.
We demonstrate the capability of our steering method, LeaS
(LEArn to Steer), coupled with a contact planner. LeaS can
generalize to various unknown terrains and we compare its
performance with our previous methods. Our results show
that guide paths generated by LeaS avoid obstacles and
collisions, and are suitable for the contact planner to compute
contact sequences.
II. R ELATED WORK
Locomotion has been explored by graphics and robotics
communities for different types of characters and robots
[12]–[14]. In this paper, we focus on contact planning for
legged-character locomotion to navigate complex terrains
while avoiding collisions and ensuring the feasibility of the
movement.
1) Contact planning in robotics: Common methods for
solving the contact planning problem are introduced by [3].
The first is the so-called “contact-before-motion” approach
that aims to produce a contact sequence before generating the
whole-body movement on the robot. This category regroups
work in which a sequence of discrete contacts can be given

Fig. 1: The locomotion arena, a large stuctured simulation where our Talos
agent learns in which direction to steer in order to generate stable contacts.

by the user [1], [15], retrieved from a database [16] or found
using search algorithms or machine learning [4], [10], [17]–
[21]. An alternative approach is to use continuous optimization instead of the discrete contact selection problem [22]–
[24]. The second strategy is the “motion-before-contact” that
first plans a guide path to follow (i.e. a root trajectory),
then finds a contact sequence along it, and finally computes
the whole-body motion from these contacts [8], [25], [26].
This approach greatly reduces the combinatorics on complex
terrains at the cost of not guaranteeing a globally optimal
solution. Reproducing complex movement behaviors, [27]
finds the contacts and whole-body motion simultaneously
thus improving the success of the motion, but at the cost
of heavy computation.
2) Machine learning for legged-characters locomotion:
Machine learning has recently brought interesting advances
in locomotion. Data-driven approaches to learn whole-body
controllers [28]–[31] produce natural and smooth locomotion
(although non-dynamically consistent) that can generalize to
unknown terrains using more commonly a height map for
locomotion or a voxel map for environment interactions.
Recent improvements in Reinforcement Learning (RL) [32],
[33] have opened new possibilities in physics-based simulations to learn locomotion from scratch [34]–[36] and from
motion data by imitation learning to improve the plausibility
of movements [37]–[39]. However, learning a whole-body
controller directly on a robot in the real world is not possible
in practice due to the time of training required and the risk of
breaking the robot. Learning in simulation and transferring
the policy to the real robot, also called “sim-to-real”, remains
a challenging problem for quadrupeds [40] and bipeds [41].
More related to “contact-before-motion” approaches in
robotics, DeepLoco [19] learns a contact planner that generates a sequence of footsteps fitting a learned whole-body
controller to reach a goal. Following this architecture, DeepGait [42] learns two controllers separately, one for contact
planning and the second to output target joint positions to
move a quadruped robot.
In our work, we decide to focus on the contact planning
problem and learn by reinforcement a higher-level controller
as in [19], [42]. The difference with these works is our

Fig. 2: System overview. The user inputs a target velocity to LeaS which
computes the guide path. Once the episode is over (III-D), LeaS outputs the
path to the contact planner to compute a contact sequence along it. During
training, we update the policy with the successful path.

“motion-before-contact” approach where we learn to generate the guide path as the input to a given contact planner.
3) Steering methods: We define a steering method as
a local planner which links an initial configuration to a
goal in an obstacle-free space. Our previous work [26] uses
a rapidly-exploring random tree for path planning to find
waypoints leading to a goal and a linear interpolation as
steering method to link these waypoints. In an extension of
this work [8], a kinodynamic steering-method is introduced
to produce dynamically feasible paths. In a similar spirit
to our paper, [43] learns by reinforcement both the local
steering method for obstacle avoidance and the control of a
wheeled robot, then combines it with a sample-based path
planning algorithm to navigate complex environments.
Our contribution is to learn such a local steering method
and to couple it with a contact planner to improve their
synergy, quantifiable in terms of success rate.
III. L EARNING THE STEERING METHOD
A. Overview
Reinforcement Learning can be defined as a Markov
Decision Process (S, A, P, R, γ) where S is a set of states,
A a set of discrete or continuous actions, P (st , at , st+1 ) is a
transition probability p(st+1 |st , at ), R is a reward function
mapping S × A → <, and γ ∈ [0, 1) a discount factor.
The agent takes some actions according to the policy π in
function of the actual state at = π(st ). We want to learn a
policy
P∞ that tries to maximize the future cumulative rewards
E[ k=t γ k rt+k ]. In this work, we use the RL algorithm
“Proximal policy optimization” (PPO) [44].
During the training, at each step, we predict the next action
to perform, execute it in the environment, and repeat the
process until the episode is over as shown on Fig. 2. At
the end of an episode, we obtain a sequence of 6D robot
positions that represents the guide path, which is then given
to a contact planner to compute contact configurations along
it. We learn to provide guide path fitting the contact planner
by discarding the part of the path that results in failure.

This condition is necessary but not sufficient for the contact
planner to find a contact from this root configuration.
E. Rewards

Fig. 3: Observable state with root orientation (white arrow), root velocity
(Blue arrow), the desired target velocity and orientation (Red arrow) and
the local height map (Blue dots).

B. States
The observable state is a set, S = {vo , otarget , ho }, where
vo is the velocity of the robot root relative to its orientation,
otarget is the angle difference between its orientation and the
desired target, and ho is the local heightmap relative to its
orientation. The states and dimensions of the heightmap can
be seen on Fig. 3. The dimensions of the heightmap are: 9
values in front of the robot, 2 values in its back and 7 values
from left to right with a discretization of 8cm, 20cm and
15cm respectively.
The heightmap is small on purpose as we desire a local
steering method as described in II-.3. Increasing the height
map size leads to over-fitting on our fixed training terrain
and path planning instead of a local steering method.
C. Actions
Our policy returns a set of actions A = {ax , ay , az , ω}
with ax , ay , az the accelerations of the robot on each axis
and ω the angular velocity of its orientation. At each step i,
the robot position Rpos , velocity Rvel and orientation Rori
are modified as follows :
i−1
i−1
i
+ Rvel
∗ timestep
= Rpos
(1) Rpos
i−1
i
(2) Rvel = Rvel + [ax , ay , az ] ∗ timestep
i−1
i
(3) Rori
= Rori
+ ω ∗ timestep
where timestep is a constant (Table I). If the velocity is constant, the longer the timestep, the fewer configurations there
are on the guide for given initial and goal configurations.
The choice of this value depends on the contact planner
used. Empirically, we know that the contact-generation algorithm [7] has higher success rates with timestep values between [0.01s, 0.10s] for velocity norms inferior to 0.18m/s.
D. Termination conditions
We consider an episode to be over when the maximum
number of steps is reached or when the current configuration
is invalid. When executing a trained policy, we also consider
an episode to be finished when the root position of the robot
has reached the target d(root, target) <  with  a constant.
The validity of a configuration is done by checking if there
is no obstacle in collision with the robot root and if it can
touch the ground by looking at the reachability condition [7].

We want a steering method able to (1) move the robot in
the desired direction at the right velocity, (2) orientate the
robot in this same direction, (3) keep a valid configuration
even when blocked by obstacles, (4) generate a smooth path
and (5) make this guide path feasible by the contact planner.
The reward for (1) punishes the agent for not going
in the desired direction at the right velocity : Rdir =
→
−
→
−
→
−
2
−(||→
v −−
v∗||/(2v
max )) with v the vector velocity, v∗ the
desired vector velocity and vmax its maximum norm. The
reward for (2) punishes the agent for not being oriented
−
−
toward the target : Rori = −(1 − →
u ori · →
u target ) with
→
−
u ori the unit vector representing the orientation of the
−
root and →
u target the desired direction of movement. The
reward for (3) encourages the agent to follow its path until
the maximum number of steps in the episode is reached
with Ralive = 1. The two rewards for (4) punishes the
agent for taking too large actions : ef f ortorientation =
−|ω/ωmax |2 with ω the action on orientation and ωmax
the maximum angular velocity, and ef f ortacceleration =
−(||[ax , ay , az ]||/amax )2 with [ax , ay , az ] the action taken
on acceleration and amax its maximum norm. There is no
reward for (5) as it corresponds to the discarding of the failed
part of the guide path as explained in III-A . The resulting
reward is : R = Rdir wdir + Rori wori + ef f ortori wef f ori +
ef f ortacc wef f acc + Ralive walive with w some weights (see
Table I).
The design of a reward for the behaviors (1), (2), (4) and
(5) is straightforward and we could obtain it using a positive
reward for (1) and negative rewards for the rest. The difficulty
is to insert the condition (3) to make the robot keep a valid
configuration, even when not able to go further. When the
robot approaches an obstacle that it cannot avoid, we want
the robot to stop moving, and thus, it needs to have a positive
reward keeping it from terminating the episode. We opt for
a simple way to solve this problem by adding a constant
positive reward Ralive at each step.
F. Implementation
Optimized asynchronous versions of PPO, such as IMPALA [45], are available. In future work, we plan to integrate
it or investigate the use of off-policy algorithms. In this
paper, we use our own asynchronous version of PPO that
separates contact planning from acting, using a MasterMinion architecture (http://cpc.cx/ucS).
IV. R ESULTS
We used the HPP planner [46], [47] and the Talos
model [48]. Our algorithm was implemented in Python
using the PPO implementation of Stable Baselines [49],
modified for our parallel implementation (see Sec. III-F).
The simulation was run on a PC with an Intel Core i7-8700
(12 cores, 3.20Ghz). Our network is fully-connected with two
hidden layers of 64 units with Tanh activation function as was

TABLE I: Parameters
State dimensions
Parallel actors
Batch size
Noptepochs
Discount Factor
Learning rate
wdirection
wef f orientation
walive

81
6
2048 ∗ 6
10
0.97
5.0e − 4
1.0
0.1
1.0

Actions dimension
Number of minions
Mini-Batches
Max Episode Length
Clip range
timestep
worientation
wef f acceleration

4
7
256
400
0.2
0.10s
0.4
0.1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: The robot cannot go further as an obstacle is detected on its local
height map (Blue dots) in the desired direction (Red arrow) so the policy
makes the robot stop.

(a) 150K steps

(b) 1.5M steps

(c) 80M steps

Fig. 4: Paths after 150K, 1.5M and 80M steps of learning on a 10x10 grid
training terrain with some initial positions and target directions (Yellow)
and their trajectories (Blue).

used in [44]. We trained our policy for 53 hours (80 millions
steps) using the parameters in Table I, with an architecture
of 6 actors in parallel and 7 external minions validating the
paths with the contact planner [7]. The training terrain is
a 10x10 grid (20 × 20m) where each cell corresponds to a
type of terrain as depicted by Fig. 1. During the training,
the initial position, orientation and velocity of the robot are
set randomly on the training ground. The target direction is
set randomly on the horizontal plane and remains constant
for a path. For training and comparison purposes, we set the
norm of the target velocity to 0.18m/s to balance the path
lengths and the contact planner performances (see Sec. IIIC). To perform our comparisons, LeaS takes deterministic
actions on another terrain never met during the training. The
dimension of stairs, obstacles and beams are slightly different
from those used during the training.
A. Learning progression
We evaluate the learning progress by plotting trajectories
obtained with a policy at different stages of the training as
seen on Fig. 4. We want our policy to follow a direction at
the desired velocity as far as possible, while ensuring the
success of the contact planner on this guide path. The policy
in the early phase of the training makes our robot go toward

Parameters
−30◦ to 30◦
||v|| = 0,01
||v|| = 0,04
||v|| = 0,07
60◦ to 120◦
||v|| = 0,01
||v|| = 0,04
||v|| = 0,07
150◦ to 210◦
||v|| = 0,01
||v|| = 0,04
||v|| = 0,07

RBLin

RBKino

LeaS

99.8%
99.8%
99.8%

99.7%
99.7%
99.7%

99.8%
99.8%
99.8%

99.8%
97.3%
99.8%

99.7%
99.7%
99.7%

99.8%
99.8%
99.8%

22.3%
28.9%
34.0%

76.5%
77.6%
85.5%

98.4%
93.1%
98.2%

TABLE II: Success rate of the steering methods with the contact planner
on flat ground trajectories of 4 meters with different initial orientations and
velocities (60 trajectories for each test)

the target but does not consider the surrounding terrain
and fails to produce trajectories with a contact sequence.
During the training, the policy learns how to generate longer
trajectories in this direction while detecting the different
types of obstacles within its local heightmap. Our policy also
learns how to stop when it cannot go further, as demonstrated
in Fig. 5 in an unknown environment.
B. Comparison of steering methods
In this section, we compare LeaS to RBLin [7] and
RBKino [8], to perform a local task: given an initial configuration, the goal is to reach a target position by producing
a guide path, which is given to the contact planner in order to
generate the contact sequence. As our policy was not trained
for accurately reaching a target, we consider that the goal
is reached if a contact configuration is within a 30cm radius
around it. In all our scenarios, the initial velocity direction of
the robot is the same as its orientation. The timestep and the
norm of target velocities are the same for all three methods.
1) Ground: Given an initial and target position, we set
different initial orientations and velocities to evaluate the
success of all the steering methods with the contact planner.
The success value in Table II corresponds to the percentage
of the path covered by the contact sequence. The orientation
values correspond to the angle between the initial target
direction and the root orientation of the robot. Results show
that for all orientations going from 0 to 120 degrees, all

RBLin

RBKino

LeaS

(a) Hole

(b) Bridge

(c) Stairs at 30◦

(d) Stairs at 90◦

Fig. 6: Trajectories of steering methods with: valid path to target (Blue),
failed path to target (Yellow), failed part of a path (Red) and initial
orientation (Black Arrow). Pictures link : http://cpc.cx/ubV

three methods succeed in reaching the target. But when the
robot has its back turned to the target, the success rates of
both previous methods drop. RBLin rotates in a fixed number
of steps that needs to be tuned (here 100 steps) and fails
with rotations of high angular velocity. RBKino gets better
results than RBLin when facing backward, but trajectories
generated still have a low success rate with our contact
planner. We also notice that with both methods, raising the
initial velocity improves its success rate. In contrast, our
method LeaS performs well in generating valid trajectories,
for any given initial velocity and orientation.
2) Hole: In the hole scenario (Fig. 6a), some initial
configurations are sampled online and the target is placed
on the other side of the hole. The difficulty of this scenario
is to have paths away from the edge of the hole to ensure
the success of the contact planner. RBLin does not perform
well in this scenario where most of linear paths lead inside
the hole. The same goes for RBKino, which in most cases
cannot generate a complete path leading to the target. In
order to succeed in this scenario, both of these steering
methods require path planning and intermediary waypoints
to the target. In contrast, LeaS succeeds in generating a valid
guide path leading to the target while keeping a safe distance
from the hole. This means that configurations on the guide
do not lead to a funambulist walk, leading to a low success
rate of the contact planner.
3) Bridge: In this scenario (Fig. 6b), the goal is to make
the robot cross a 30cm-wide bridge to reach a target placed

on the other side. As for the hole scenario, one of the
difficulties is to make the robot stay away from the edges.
RBKino fails in finding a complete path. Thus the contact
planner is unable to provide a contact sequence up to the
target. RBLin succeeds in reaching the goal from all the blue
dots, but the contact planner can have problems in finding
contact steps on paths very close to the edges. By contrast,
LeaS succeeds in crossing the bridge while staying in the
middle as long as it appears in its vision field. As our policy
has been trained to follow a direction with a reduced local
heightmap, the yellow dots show the cases in which LeaS has
the stairs in its vision field but not the bridge. In these initial
configurations, LeaS moves in the target direction and goes
down the stairs. Finally, it detects a platform too high to reach
and makes the robot stop moving. This is an implementation
choice as discussed in III-B.
4) Stairs: In the stairs scenario (Fig. 6c and 6d), the goal
is to climb the stairs to reach the target at the top. The
difficulty of this scenario is to find the right height at which
to engage the stairs. Empirically, we know that the contact
planner has difficulties when guide paths climbing the stairs
are too close or far from the ground. As a result, it cannot
find a contact transition in equilibrium and fails the path.
The result of RBLin shows the difficulty to climb the stairs
while keeping the right height from the ground, thus leading
to a reduced zone of initial configurations with valid paths.
This zone is smaller for RBKino, which has difficulties in
connecting the initial and target configuration. LeaS succeeds
in engaging the stairs and climbing to the target as long as
the beginning of the stairs is detected in its local heightmap.
We make another comparison with two different initial angles. When the robot starts with an orientation perpendicular
to the target direction (Fig. 6d), the number of successful
guide paths for all three methods is reduced. With our
method, the policy has to rotate the robot before detecting the
stairs, and that can explain the success difference between
Fig. 6c and 6d.
In conclusion, LeaS shows better results with the contact
planner in all our scenarios. However, this does not guarantee
its success, as we can see for example in Fig. 6d, where it can
fail when starting perpendicular to the stairs. In this example,
the guide path is valid and reaches the target, but we can see
a limitation of the contact planner, which can fail to find a
contact sequence.
C. Comparison to RBKino path planning
In the previous comparison, we were only using the
steering methods and have shown that LeaS is always better
than the heuristic controllers implemented in the planner [7]
and [8]. Results in IV-B show that RBKino alone is too local
to be fairly compared with other methods. That is why we use
RBKino with its path planner, which stochastically explores
waypoints to simplify the task of the local controller and
maximizes its convergence. We perform a comparison with
LeaS for the hole and bridge scenarios, where RBKino failed
without path planning. No path planning strategy is used for

RBKino + planning

LeaS

(a) Hole

Fig. 8: Trajectories following waypoints made by the path planning of
RBKino (left) and LeaS following it (right) with: valid path to target (Blue),
failed path to target (yellow), failed part of the path (Red) and the waypoints
to follow (Black).

(b) Bridge

Fig. 7: Trajectories of RBKino with path planning and LeaS with : valid
trajectory to target (Blue), failed trajectory to target (Yellow), failed part
of trajectory (Red) and path valid but not optimal by not taking the bridge
(Magenta).

our policy, which remains a purely local method. Results for
both scenarios are shown in Fig. 7.
1) Hole: The difficulty of this scenario is explained in
IV-B.2: a trajectory too close to the hole would lead our
robot to move like a tightrope walker on the edge of the hole.
LeaS still performs better on average with fewer failures than
RBKino, whose path planning finds some trajectories too
close to the edge.
2) Bridge: In this scenario, RBKino with path planning
reaches the target but most of these trajectories do not pass
by the bridge and take the stairs instead. This scenario for
RBKino shows both the difficulty to engage stairs with the
right height and the non-optimality of its path planner. In
comparison, our policy succeeds in taking the bridge and in
reaching the target as in IV-B.3.
D. Path planning with LeaS
We evaluate the capability of our method to follow some
waypoints. In the first test, we use our method combined with
a path planning algorithm. Then we manually define some
waypoints to make our robot cross an evaluation terrain. In
both scenarios, we consider that a target waypoint is reached
with LeaS when the distance separating our robot to this
point is inferior to the threshold. We then set the target on
the next waypoint.
1) Replace RBKino: The path planning of RBKino generates intermediary waypoints to be connected by the local
steering method. In this test, we replace this steering method
with ours. The results in Fig. 8 show that our local steering
method can be used to follow these waypoints and compares
well with the RBKino.
2) Manually defined circuit: Fig. 9 shows some manually
placed waypoints that our robot has to follow. We start the
path on the red dot with an orientation indicated by the black

Fig. 9: LeaS following manually placed waypoints with : the successful path
(Blue), the waypoints to reach (Yellow) and its initial orientation (Black
arrow).

arrow. LeaS succeeds in rotating the robot toward the next
waypoint and in reaching all of them one by one.
V. C ONCLUSION
We proposed LeaS, a new approach for learning a steering
method that generates a root path for humanoid robots. Our
steering method is trained to fit a contact planner and to
generate feasible paths for it. Our method can generalize to
unknown environments and performs better in all scenarios
than our previous techniques with the contact planner. It
can be used both as an improved steering method in the
global locomotion planner, or as a local method to control
the robot locomotion in real-time, e.g. in a navigation task.
A drawback of LeaS is that its success depend on the chosen
contact planner and timestep value. We plan to investigate
this issue in the future. Our algorithm can be extended in
several ways. Currently, we only train the policy to satisfy the
(implicit) working assumptions of the contact generator. It
should be possible to implement more restrictive constraints
required to generate a complete motion of the whole-body.
We would also like to directly exploit sensor measurements
(e.g. lidar data) for the policy input, and then validate the
approach on a real robot.
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